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ABSTRACT.  Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a torsion-

free module M over a UFD D to admit a smallest factorial module containing

it.   This factorial hull is C\Mp, the intersection taken over all height one primes

of D.  In case M is finitely generated, the hull is M**, the bidual of M.

It is shown that if the symmetric algebra Sp(M) admits a hull, then the

hull is the smallest graded UFD containing SD(M). SD(M) is a UFD if and only

if it is a factorial D-module.  If M is finitely generated over D, but not neces-

sarily torsion-free, then ©jxjistyw))** is a graded UFD.

Examples are given to show that any finite number of symmetric powers

of M may be factorial without Sp(M) being factorial.

Introduction. Anne-Marie Nicolas defined and discussed factorial modules

over unique factorization domains in [6], and in [7] extended this concept to

that of factorable modules over arbitrary integral domains. A factorable module

M over an integral domain D is a torsion-free module with the property that

each nonzero element of M may be written uniquely (up to units) as the product

of an element of D and an element of M which is divisible only by units of D.

A factorial module is a factorable module over a unique factorization domain.

These have the property that elements of the module have unique factorizations.

Not every torsion-free module over a UFD may be embedded in a fac-

torial module. We shall see, however, that if a torsion-free module M is a sub-

module of a factorial module, then there is a unique smallest factorial module

M containing M. In fact M = \\MP, where P ranges over the principal prime
A

ideals of D. We shall also relate the existence of M to some other conditions
A

on M and in the process arrive at an internal construction for M.

Factorable modules were studied under the name "type 0 modules" in

[2]. It was shown there that for M torsion-free over a UFD D, the symmetric

algebra SD(M) is a UFD if and only if it is a factorial D-module. Here we shall
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prove that if the module SD(Al) exists, then it is a graded UFD, and in fact the

smallest one containing SD(M) as a graded £)-subalgebra.

Since the factoriality of SD{M) is equivalent to the factoriality of the sym-

metric powers SlD(M) as D-modules, one might hope for some bound on the

number of symmetric powers which must be checked. We shall conclude with a

family of examples to dispel that hope.

Before proceeding we list here some other characterizations of factorial

modules which we shall use freely in the sequel. For D a UFD and M a torsion-

free D-module the following are equivalent:

(1) M is factorial.

(2) Each nonzero element jc G M has a greatest divisor d E D, in the sense

that any other divisor of x must be a factor of d. (We shall use g.d.(je) to de-

note the greatest divisor of jc.)

(3) Every maximal rank one submodule of Ai is cyclic [6, Theorem 8.1],

[7, Theorem 3.7].

(4) Af satisfies the ascending chain condition on cyclic submodules (a.c.c.c),

and every £)-sequence of two elements is an M-sequence [6, Theorem 1.7, Prop-

osition 4.1, Proposition 4.5].

If M is factorial, elements of M which are divisible only by units of D are

called primitive. Each nonzero element jc EM has the unique representation

jc = g.d.(jc)jc*, where x* is primitive.

1. Let D he a UFD with quotient field K. Let M he a torsion-free D-

module and set KM = K ®D M.

1.1.  Definition.   A Z)-module .M is a factorial hull of M if Af CM, M

is factorial, and M CM ÇN whenever M ÇN with Af factorial.

If a factorial hull exists, it is unique and so may be referred to as the

factorial hull. Not every torsion-free module has a factorial hull. The quotient

field K, for example, is a maximal rank one submodule of any module in which

it sits, but is cyclic only if D = K.

12. Proposition. // {M¡ \i El} is a family of factorial submodules of

a torsion-free D-module M, then (\Mi is factorial.

Proof. C[M¡ is torsion-free. LetJceriM,. For each i EI write x =

d¡xf, with d¡ED and x* primitive in Mt.   Let d = g.c.d.{d¡ |/ e /}. Then

x = dctx* for each i E I, and since M is torsion-free, cfjc* = cyje* for i,j E I.

Thus x/d E C\M¡. If x/c E C\Mt, cED, then c \ d¡ for every i EI and hence

c \d. This shows that d is a greatest divisor for jc.

1.3. Theorem. If M is a submodule of a factorial module N, then there

is a smallest factorial submodule MofN containing M. M is a factorial hull of

M. Furthermore, M Ç KM.
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Proof. The proposition shows that the intersection of the family of

factorial submodules of N containing M is factorial, proving the first assertion.

Now suppose MÇ.L with L a factorial D-module. (Note that we may take L

= N.) Construct the push-out

KM    C    KN

in /,

KL—-~^ W
h

where W is the vector space KL ®KN/{(x, -x)\x EKM},fx(y) = (0,,y), and

f2(z) = (z, 0). Then/,,/2 are injective and the diagram commutes. So we may

consider M,L,N, KM, KL, KN to be submodules of W, with all containment

relations holding there. Since W is torsion-free, L ON is a factorial submodule

of N, whence ÊçLDNÇL. Now also MÇLnNÇKLDKN = KM by

construction.

1.4.  Corollary.  Every finitely generated torsion-free module over a

UFD has a factorial hull

Proof. Every such module is contained in a free module, and these are

all factorial [6, Theorem 3.2].

From now on M will denote the factorial hull of M.

15. Proposition. If M exists, then M = 0{Mp\P is a height one prime

ofD}.

Proof. First note that for any torsion-free module N over the UFD D,

N = C\{NP | ht(P) = 1} if and only if every D-sequence of length 2 is an N-

sequence. C\Mp clearly has this property and, since it is factorial, M does too.

Now Mp Ç (M)p for every height one prime P, so C\MP Ç M. Since M is

factorial, flAfp inherits from it the a.c.c.c. It follows that C\MP is factorial

and therefore that M = C\Mp.

1.6. Corollary. If M is finitely generated, then M = M**, the bidual

LfM.

Proof. This follows from CiMp = M** [1].

It is by now clear that M has a factorial hull if and only if AT is a sub-

module of a factorial module if and only if C\MP is factorial. We wish to

characterize those torsion-free modules which admit a factorial hull, i.e., those

for which llMp is factorial. In order to do so it is convenient to introduce the
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following notion. Suppose that {DAi E1} is a family of integral domains with

the same quotient field K, and that, for each i E I, M¡ is a factorable D¡-sub-

module of some vector space V over K. We shall say that the intersection C\M¡

is locally finite if each nonzero je G \\M¡ is primitive in all but a finite number

of the M/s.

1.7. Proposition. Let M be a torsion-free module over a UFD D.

H {Mp \ht(P) = 1} is factorial if and only if each Mp is a factorial Dp-module

and the intersection is locally finite.

Proof. We may assume that M = (\Mp. If M is factorial, then, for each

prime ideal P, Mp is factorial as a .Dp-module and for each nonzero element

jc EM, g.d.0 (jc) =g.d.(x) [2, Proposition 2.20]. (g.d.D (jc) is the greatest

divisor in Dp of the element x EMp.)  Thus ¡>.d.D (jc) is a unit in DP for all

but a finite number of height one primes P. It follows that \\Mp is locally

finite.

Conversely, if M = \\Mp is a locally finite intersection of factorial modules,

for any nonzero jc G M and any prime p ED we may write g.d.0    (x) = p p

with n   > 0. Then n   = 0 for all but a finite number of nonassociate primes p.
n

Let d = ïlp p. Since x/d E Mp for each height one prime P, x/d E M. If also

x/c E M, then x/c E M, x for each prime pED and so c I p p in D,py There-

fore c | d, so that d is a greatest divisor for jc. This shows that M is factorial.

We may extract from the preceding proposition an internal characterization

of those modules which have factorial hulls.

1.8. Lemma.   Let M be a torsion-free module over a UFD D. M has a

factorial hull if and only if for each nonzero x EM there is a nonzero element

d ED such that for any a ED the divisors of ax must divide ad.

A

Proof. Suppose that M exists and let x E M he nonzero. Then jc has a

greatest divisor d E D, as an element of M. If c is a divisor of ax in M, then it
A

is a divisor of ax in M and so c \ g.d.(œc) = ad.

Conversely, let jc G Mbe nonzero and let d E D be the element guaranteed

by the hypothesis. Let p E D he a prime. If for some positive integer n, p"

divides jc in Af(p)) then pn divides tx in M for some t E D\{p). This forces

p" \td and therefore pn \d. It follows that n is bounded and that M(p) is a

factorial D, ^-module. It also follows that jc is primitive in Mip) for all but a

finite number of (p). By the proposition, M exists.

We conclude this section with two simple examples.

(1) Let D he a UFD which is not a PID, and let M be any ideal of D of

height at least two. Then M is not a principal ideal and is therefore not a
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factorial module. C\MP = D is factorial, however, so that M = D.

(2) Let D be any UFD and M the submodule of its quotient field con-

sisting of all fractions with square-free denominators. For each prime p ED,

M,p} = (l/p)D,p) is factorial, and C\MP = M. The intersection is not locally

finite, however, since 1 EM is divisible by every prime.

2. The finite divisor property. We shall say that a torsion-free module

over a UFD has the finite divisor property (f.d.p.) if each nonzero element of

the module has, up to units, only a finite number of proper divisors. Equivalently,

a module has the f.d.p. if and only if each nonzero element is divisible by only

a finite number of primes and only by a finite power of each. (One should per-

haps define a notion of type as in [4, §85], and call modules with the f.d.p.

"homogeneous of type (. . . , 0, 0, . . .)".)

Consider the following conditions on a torsion-free module M over a UFD

D:

(a) M is factorial.

(b) M has a factorial hull.

(c) M has the f.d.p.

(d) M satisfies the a.c.c.c.

In this section we hope to shed some light on the relations between these con-

ditions. Some conclusions are immediate. First, it is clear that (a) implies (b)

implies (c) implies (d). Second, if M is flat, every D-sequence of length two is

an Af-sequence; hence (a), (b), (c) and (d) are equivalent for flat modules. In

particular, all are equivalent over a PID. Third, we have already seen an example

in § 1 to show that (a) and (b) are not equivalent in general.

For any torsion-free module M over a UFDD, we may construct an en-

largement of M in the following manner. For every prime p ED and every x G

M let op(x) = sup{zz | x G p"M). We allow op(x) = °°. Note that op(x + y) >

inf{op(x), op{y)}; and for d ED, op(dx) > vp(d) + op(x) (vp is the p-adic

valuation on D). Set M = {x/d G KM | x G M, d E D, d ¥= 0 and vD(d) < oD(x)
/"w r**s " r

for every prime p G D}. Then M CM Ç KM and M is aD-module. If M has

the finite divisor property, then M consists of all fractions x/d, where d is a

divisor of the least common multiple of the (finite) set of divisors of x.

2.1.   Lemma.   Let M be torsion-free over the UFD D.  Then M =

f]{Mp\htP=l}.

Proof.  Let x G M and d ED he such that v (d) < o (x) for every prime
vn(d)

pED. Then for any prime p, p p     is a divisor of x. It follows that x/d E

Mtp). This shows that M Ç C\Mp.

Next let z E C\Mp and write z = x/d with x EM and d ED. Let
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px,. . . , pn be those primes which divide d. For 1 < z < zz we may write x/d
A

= x¡/d¡, where Pi-fd¡. Let c = dx • • • dn and c¡ = dx • ' • d¡ • • • dn. Then

ex = dCfXf, for each i, and so op (ex) = opfdc¡x¡) > vp (dc¡) + opfx) >

vp (dc¡) = Vpicd). If p is a prime which does not divide d, then 0p(cx) > vp(c)

= v(cd). Hence x/d = cx/cd EM.

From the lemma it is clear that M = M. The lemma, together with the

results of §1, also yields the following corollary.

22. Corollary. Let M be a torsion-free module over a UFD.  The

following are equivalent.

(1) M has a factorial hull.

(2) M is factorial.

(3) M has the f.d.p.

(4) M satisfies the a.c.c.c.
~ A

Moreover, if any of these conditions hold, then M = M.

We can now give an example to show that (c) does not imply (b).

2.3. Example. A module with the f.d.p. which has no factorial hull

Let D he a noetherian UFD which is not a PID.   Let p,q he primes of D

such that Dp + Dq ¥= D. Then D [q/p] consists of the elements in the quotient

field of D of the form I,n=.0aipn~iqi/pn. Note that each such element is either

in D or may be written in the above form with zz > 0 and p\an.

Consider the D-module D[q/p]. For zzz > 0, qm is divisible by both qm

and pm. Hence l/pm = qm/pmqm ED[q/p], for zzz > 0. This shows that

D[q/p] has no factorial hull.

Next we want to see that D[q/p] has the f.d.p.   To check this it is suf-

ficient to check that each nonzero element in D (considered as an element of

the module D[q/p]) has a finite number of divisors, since for x ED[q/p] and

a suitably chosen N, pNx E D. Therefore, let d E D, d ¥= 0, and let r be a prime

of D distinct from p. If d/r™ ED[q/p], then either d/rm ED ox d/rm =

fl/p" with zz > 0 and p \a. In the latter case rma = p"d implies rm \d. Hence

the only prime power divisors of the module element d are the prime powers

occurring in the factorization of d and, possibly, powers of p. We will be done

as soon as we see that d is not divisible by arbitrarily large powers of p. This

follows from the ensuing lemma.

Lemma. Let D be a UFD and p, q primes ofD. A nonzero element

dEDis divisible by arbitrarily large powers ofp inD[q/p] if and only ifd E

f)n>0(p,qTD.

Proof. Let d E D and suppose p i'tf. If d/p1* E D [q/p], then we may
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write d/pN = IJL0a/p"~V/p" with n > 0 and p-\"an. Then from p"d =

pAr2?=0aíp',_V we deduce that n = N and d E (p, qy^D. This is enough to

prove the necessity.

Conversely, if d E (p, qy^D, then d = l^^p"'^ and hence d/pN E

D[q/p).
We conclude this section with an example to show that (d) does not im-

ply (c).

2.4.   Example. A module satisfying the a.c.c.c. which does not have the

f.d.p.  Let D he a two-dimensional local UFD and m its maximal ideal. Then

l\>0mfc = 0 and m contains an infinite number of distinct primes of D. Further-

more, we may choose D, m so that m contains a sequence {p^Jli of distinct

primes, each having the property that if jc G mk\mk+1 ,thenp¡xEmk+x\]mk+2.

(A polynomial ring in two variables over an infinite field localized at the origin

will suffice.)

LetAfbe theD-module generated by the fractions l/p¡, i> 1. Since 1 GAÍ

is divisible by every p¡, M does not have the f.d.p.   If Dxx Ç Dx2 Ç • • • is an

ascending chain of cyclic submodules of M, then xx = cxx2 = cxc2x3 = • • •,

where each ct is a nonunit of D. Let JCj = "L"=xd¡/p¡ = d/px • • • pn. Since

we may assume that xx =£ 0, there is a positive integer k such that d E

mk\mk+1. Nowjfj/Cj • • • ck+x = xk+2 EM and we may write xk+2 =

Z?Lxa¡/p¡ = a/px ' • • pN, where a E mN~x. Then dpx • • • pN = acx • • •

ck+xpx  • • • pn yields the contradiction that the left-hand side is in

mk+N\mk+N+x, while the right-hand side is in mk+N+n C mk+N+i. This

shows that M satisfies the a.cc.c.

3. Applications to symmetric algebras. We first need some lemmas.

3.1. Lemma. Let D be a UFD and M = 0fe/Mf a torsion-free D-

module. M exists if and only ifM¡ exists for each i E I, in which case M =

Proof.   This follows easily from the fact that a direct sum is factorial

if and only if each summand is factorial [6, Theorem 3.2].

32. Lemma. Let D = ©„>0Z?„ be a graded domain.  Then D satisfies

the ascending chain condition on principal ideals (a.c.c.p.) if and only ifD sat-

isfies the a.c.c.c. as a Démodule.

Proof.   Routine.

If D0 Ç D are integral domains we say that D0 is inert in D if, for a,bE

D,a¥=Q i=- b,ab ED0 implies that a,b ED0. Observe that if D is a graded
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domain with D0 its elements of degree zero, then D0 is inert in D.

3.3. Lemma. Let D0 CD be integral domains with D0 inert in D.IfD

is a UFD, then D0 is a UFD and D is a factorial Démodule.

Proof.   It is well known that if D is a UFD, then so is D0 and every

prime of D0 is a prime of D. For x ED,x + 0, write x = px ••• ps • qx

••• qt, where the p¡s are primes of D0 and the qfs are primes of D not in D0.

Then px • • • ps is a greatest divisor for x.

We are now ready for the main result of this section.

3.4. Theorem.  Let D be a UFD and M a Démodule such that the sym-

metric algebra SD(M) is torsion-free over D. IfSD(M) exists, then it is a graded

UFD.

Proof. First observe as in [8] that SD(M) is a subring of the polynomial

ring Sk(KM), where K is the quotient field of D, and hence that SD(M) is a

domain. As SD(M) = ^htp=:i(SD(M))D^p = f\t P=lSD (Mp), it is a graded

domain. Furthermore ̂ o(M)D\0 = SK(KM) is a UFD. Since SD(AI) is a fac-

torial D-module, it satisfies the a.cc.p. by Lemma 32. Using Nagata's theorem,

it now suffices to show that the multiplicative system D\0 is generated by primes

i.e., that each prime of D is prime in SD(M) = T. Let p EDhe prime and let

P = pD. Let jc, y, z E T and suppose that xy = pz. This relation remains true

in TP = SD (Mp). Note that if Af is a finitely generated Dp-submodule of Mp,

it is free and hence, by [5, Corollary 3.12], SD (N) Ç TP. Choose such an N

so that jc, y, z G SD (N). Since SD (N) is a polynomial ring over DP and p is

a prime, p|jc or p\y there and hence in Tp. Say p\x in Tp. Then there is a

d E D\P and a t E T such that <ijc = pt. Since T is a factorial D-module, we

must have p \x in T.  Thus p is prime in T.

Note that if D' is a graded UFD over D which contains SD(M) as a graded

D-subalgebra, then since D' is a factorial D-module (Lemma 3.3) we have

SD(M) Ç D'. Thus SD(M) is the smallest graded UFD containing SD(M) as

graded D-subalgebra. A UFD containing D which is also a factorial D-module

is called a factorial extension of D in [7]. SD(M) is clearly the smallest facto-

rial extension of D containing SD(M).

Let us now derive some corollaries to the theorem.

35. Corollary [2, Theorem 2.16]. Let Rbe a ring and M an R-module.

SR(M) is a UFD if and only if R is a UFD and SR(M) is a factorial R-module.

Proof.  Necessity follows from Lemma 3.3. Sufficiency follows from the

theorem.
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3.6. Corollary. Let D be a UFD and M a flat D-module.  Then SD(M)

is a UFD if and only ifSD(M) satisfies the a.c.c.p.

Proof. As M is flat, so is SD(M) [5, Proposition 2.3].   It now follows

from 3.5 and the discussion in §2 that SD(M) is a UFD if and only if it satisfies

the a.c.c.c. as a D-module. Applying Lemma 32 finishes the proof.

3.7. Corollary. Let M be a finitely generated module over a UFD D.

Then ©/>0(5¿(M))** is a graded UFD.

Proof.  For any D-module N let t(N) be its torsion submodule. It is

easy to check that Hom^, D) s Eoxn(N/t(N), D) and hence that N** as

(N/t(N))**. Thus

0 (S'(M))** s   © (¿(Myttf^M)))*
¡>o i>0

© (s'w/tis'iM))),
f>0

using the fact that M is finitely generated, Corollary 1.6, and Lemma 3.1. Let

T m ©.>0(5,'(M)/f(5/(Af))) = S(M)/t(S(M)). Since T is the canonical image

of S(M) in S(M) ® K = SK(M ® K), it is a graded domain. (K = quotient

field of D.) We wish to see that T is a graded UFD.

Toward this end, observe that there is a commutative diagram of graded

D-algebras,

S(M) S(M/t(M))

in which a is surjective. Applying the functor F(-) = (•)/*(*) to this diagram

yields

F(«)   >
F(S(M/t(M)))

where F (a) is an isomorphism. It follows that the image of S(M/t(M)) in

SK(M ® K) is T. Thus we may assume that M is torsion-free.

Now for each height one prime P of D, Mp is free and hence S(M)P Ç

SK(KM). Then T Ç S(M)P and since T is the image of S(M) in S(M)P, we

have Tp = S(M)P. Thus T = f)ilt P-XS(M)P is a graded domain over D. Now

f ®K = SK(KM), tp = SD (Mp) for each height one prime of D, and t is a
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factorial D-module. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 proves that T

is a UFD.

Note that if in Corollary 3.7 we had initially assumed SD(M) to be torsion-

free, we would have had ©(5¿(M))** = SD(M), and 3.7 would have been an

immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4. Since in this setting SD(M) is an in-

tegral domain, one wonders whether SD(M) coincides with the integral closure

of SD(M). That it does not can be seen as follows. Let D0 he any UFD and

let X, Y, Z, U, V be indeterminates over D0. Set D=D0 [X, Y] and let M he

the ideal generated by X and Y. Since M = D © D/{(Y, -X)), SD(M) m

D[U> y\/iYU - XV) which is a Krull domain by [3, Proposition 14.5]. Since

Afisof rank one but not cyclic, it is not factorial, so neither is SD(M). In fact

S^M) = nnt P=lSDp(Mp) = nnt p^SDp(Dp) = SD(D) = D[Z]. (Cf. the

discussion at the end of [8].)

3.8. Proposition. Let D be a UFD and M a finitely generated D-module.

SD(M) is a UFD if and only if

(i) SD(M) is an integral domain, and

(ii) SD/pD(M/pM) is an integral domain for each prime p ofD.

Proof. If SD(M) is a UFD (i) clearly holds; and since D is inert in SD(M),

SD/pD(M/pM) = SD(M)/pSD(M) is a domain for each prime p of D.

Conversely, if (i) and (ii) hokLthen SD(M) is a domain and every prime of

D is prime in SD(M). Also, since SD(M) exists, SD(M) satisfies the a.c.c.c. as a

D-module, and hence the a.cc.p. as a ring. By Nagata's theorem SD(M) is a

UFD.
Proposition 3.8 has the effect, for finitely generated modules, of reducing

the problem of the factoriality of symmetric algebras to the problem of their

integrity. The problem of integrity is a difficult one. Samuel [8] made the ob-

servation that SD(M) is a domain if and only if it is torsion-free, but there is no

necessary and sufficient condition on Af for SD(M) to be a domain. Any such

condition would have to logically fall strictly between the properties of flatness

and torsion-freeness, as examples show.

Proposition 3.8 can be reformulated in the following way.

33'. Proposition. Let D be a UFD; Xx,..., Xn indeterminates over D;

and I an ideal of D[XX, . . . , Xn] generated by linear forms.    Then

D[XX,... ,Xn]/I is a UFD if and only if I is prime and (p, /) is prime for

every prime pED.

4. A family of examples. In [7, Example 6.3] Nicolas constructs an ex-

ample of a rank two torsion-free abelian group which is a factorial module over
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the integers, but which is not free or even a submodule of any direct product of

copies of the integers. We are going to use the same construction with a few

modifications which will enable us to draw conclusions about the symmetric

algebra of the resulting module.

Let D be an integral domain with quotient field K. Let {pj}°¡Lx be a se-

quence of nonzero elements of D. Inductively define a sequence of rank two

free D-submodules of A © A as follows. Let Fj = D © D, and once F x,... ,Fn

have been chosen, choose Fn+X so that the matrix of the inclusion map Fn Ç

Fn+l is

(-; :) ■

(This is possible since the matrix has nonzero determinant.) Set M = \J.= XF¡.

We shall refer to M as the module determined by the sequence {p¡}. Note

that M is flat of rank two and is free if and only if it is finitely generated if and

only if all but a finite number of the p¡s are units.

Since formation of symmetric algebras commutes with direct limits, S(M)

= limSfF,). But by [5, Corollary 3.12] we have S(FX) C S(F2) C • • • and

hence S(M) = U°°=xS(Ft). Now S(F¡) = D[Xt, Y¡] for each i, where Xi and

Y¡ are indeterminates. Furthermore we know that Xx = Xt+ x and Y¡ = -X{+ x

+ p¡ Yt+X for each i > 1. Since, for m > 0, the symmetric power Sm(F¡) is the

free D-module with basis Xjm,X¡n~xY{, . . . , Y™, the equations in the preceding

sentence allow us to compute the matrix for the inclusion map Sm(Fi) Ç

Sm(Fi+ j). The matrix is the lower triangular m + 1 by m + 1 matrix

/    1 0 .    .    . 0   \

I -I Pt 0 0     \

I      1 -2Pi Pj 0 0      1

\ i-ir (7)(-i)m_1p,(?) e-ir-2?,2 • • • oi-i)m~y, '"pt

By induction one then shows that the matrix for the inclusion map Sm{Fx)

Ç Sm(Fn+ j) is the lower triangular m + 1 by m + 1 matrix
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/    ' ° '   •    • °\/   -xn y„ o o   \

x2n -2xnyn y\ O                               O    1

\ i-xnr <Vi-xnr-lyn c?)(-xnr-2y2n • - 0(-xnr-ryr„ • • • y% /

where x„ - 1 + px + pxp2 + • • • 4- pxp2 • • • pn_x and yn=px • • • p„.

(Note that xn+x =xn+y„ andyn+x =pn+íyn.)

For the remainder of this section we let D he a UFD, and assume that

{p¡} is a sequence of distinct primes. Sm(M) will be factorial if and only if

each symmetric power Sm(M) has the f.d.p. Since for each jc G Sm(M) there is

a nonzero element d E D such that dx E Sm(Fx), Sm(M) will have the f.d.p. if

and only if each nonzero element of Sm(Fx) has a finite number of divisors

when considered as an element of Sm(M). Let jc = (a0,. . . , am) he a non-

zero element of the free module Sm(Fx). When considered as an element of

Sm(Fn+i)>tne only pfi010 power divisors of x are those it had as an element of

Sm(Fn) and, possibly, a power of pn. (This follows from knowing the matrix

for Sm(Fn) Ç Sm(Fn+x).) Now the image of* in Sm(Fn+x) has each of its

components divisible by pn except possibly the first one, aQ - axxn + • • • 4-

am(-jc„)m. Hence jc will have a finite number of divisors as an element of

Sm(M) if and only if there is an integer N such that n > N implies pn \aa -

axxn + ' ' - + am(-xn)m. And from this we arrive at the conclusion that

Sm(M) is factorial if and only if for every nonzero polynomial/(T) ED[X]

with deg/(X) < m there is an integer N such that n >N implies pn\ f(xn).

Similarly, S(M) is factorial if and only if for every nonzero polynomial f(X) G

D [X] there is an integer N such that n > N implies pn \ f(xn).

Let Z he the ring of integers.

4.1. Theorem.   77iere is a rank two torsion-free abelian group M such

that SZ(M) is a UFD, but M is not a submodule of any direct product of copies

ofZ.

Proof.  Inductively choose a sequence of primes as follows. Let px = 2.

Assuming px,. . . , pn_x have been chosen, let xn = l + px+ pxp2 + • • • +

px • • • pn_x and choose a prime pn> n(l + xn + " • + Jcjj-1). Then given

a nonzero f(X) = a0 + •" + amXm EZ[X], choose N > max{m, \a0\,...,\am\}.
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If zz > N we have l/(x„)| < zz(l 4- x„ + • • • + x"Tx) < pn, and hence p„ •{*

f(xn). It follows that S(M) is a UFD, where M is the module determined by

{p¡}. The second assertion about M (i.e., that it is not "torsionless") is proved

in [7].

4.2. Theorem.  For each integer s > 1 there is a rank two torsion-free

abelian group Ms such that S'(MS) is factorial for 0 < i < 2s, but S'(MS) is not

factorial for i >2S.

Theorem 4.2 will be proved once we have carefully selected a sequence of

primes. This careful selection of primes is number theoretic in nature and so

we make it a separate theorem from which 4.2 follows.

4.3. Theorem.   Given a positive integer s, there is a sequence of distinct

primes {p¡} such that ifxn = l+px + • • • + px • • • pn_x, then

0) P2n+11l + (x2n +1?' f°r alln>0,and

(ü) iff(X) E Z[X] ,f(X) ± 0, has degree less than 2s, then p„\f(x„) for

only finitely many n.

Proof. Choose px = 2 and suppose px,. .. , p2n-i nave Deen chosen.

Choose a prime q = 1 (mod 2S+1) such that q > (x2n)2   + 1, using Dirichlet's

theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions. Note that -1 has a 2sth root

(modq). Let w EZ represent this root.

Let zn — px • • • p„_i.   Consider the polynomial g(X) = 1 +

(x2„ + z2nX)2*:.   The congruence g(X) = 0 (mode?) has a solution x =

i~x2n + w)/z2n-   (Note that q > z2n, so z2n p 0.)   Furthermore, g(0) =

(x2n)2S + 1 i* 0 (modc7), so x p 0 (modq). By Dirichlet's theorem again, there

is a prime p2n > 2n(l + x2n + • • • + x\~x) such that p2n =x (modc7). This

picks p2„.  Letp2„+1 =q.

Note that p2n+x z£p2n ^^ P2n>P2n+i >P{ fox 1 <z'<2zz - 1, so all

the primes are distinct.

By our choice of p2„,p2n+1|l + (x2„ + z2np2n)lS = 1 + (x2„+1)2S,

so (i) is verified.

To verify (ii), let f(X) E Z [X], f(X) ^ 0 and suppose degf(X) < 2s.

Let N be an integer surpassing the maximum of the absolute values of the co-

efficients of f(X). Then if 2zz > N, \f(x2n)\ <N(l + x2n + • • • + x\n~x ) <

p2n, so P2n\fix2n) om*y if/(*2n) ~ ^. Since f(X) has only a finite number of

roots, this occurs for finitely many n. We have now to see that P2n+i\f(x2n+1)

for only finitely many zz. Keeping in mind that (x2„+1)2S = -1 (modp2n+1)

for zz > 0, the following lemma will complete the proof.

4.4. Lemma. Let s>0 be an integer, {p¡} be a sequence of distinct
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primes, and {x,} a sequence of integers. If f(X) EZ[X] has degree less than

2s,x2  = -1 (mod pn) forn>l, and f(xn) = 0 (modpn) for n>l, then

fiX) = 0.

Proof. We use induction on s, the result being clear if s = 0. Let f(X)

= Tff^afi*. From 0 = 20,-xJ, (modp„) we get

xn    £   fl>0£)(i-1)/2=    Z    at(x2JI2    (modp„).
(i odd) (i even)

Squaring both sides we obtain x2¿g2(x2^) = h2(x2), where g, h axe the polynomials

in x2 appearing in the preceding congruence. Now the highest power of x2

which occurs ing2(xl) or h2(x2n) is (x2)2*"2 = (x2)2'"^2)2'"1-2 = -(x2n)2S~l~2

(mod p„). Hence x2lg2(xn) - h(x2) can be expressed as a polynomial r(x2) of

degree less than 2s~l in x2. Since neither g nor h nor the relations used in re-

ducing to r(x2) depend on zz, the polynomial r(x2) does not depend on zz. By

the induction hypothesis, r(X) = 0.

Now let y be a complex 2s-1th root of -1. Then replacing x2 by y in the

reduction above we get yg2iy) -h2{y) = r(y) = 0. Hence y/yg{y) = h{y).

Let x = y/y. Then x#(x2) = A(x2) yields f(x) = 0. But x is a 2sth root of -1,

and so has minimal polynomial X2   + 1. Thus f(X) = 0.
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